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HIGHLIGHTS

Sub-10-nm thin BN film deposited

by CVD effectively protects LATP

against Li

In situ TEM analyzes the failure

mechanism of LATP and the

protective effect of BN

Solid-state batteries with LATP/

BN show capacity retention of

96.6% over 500 cycles
Li1.3Al0.3Ti1.7(PO4)3 (LATP) solid electrolyte is inexpensive, light, and highly

ionically conductive but unstable against Li metal. To avoid the side reactions

between LATP and Li metal, chemically inert and mechanically robust BN nano-

coating was deposited onto LATP solid electrolyte as a stable interface to enable

stable cycling in Li-metal batteries. This strategy can be applied to various

unstable solid electrolytes and extend lifetime of solid-state Li-metal batteries with

high energy density.
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Context & Scale

Solid-state Li-metal batteries can

improve safety and energy density

compared to liquid-electrolyte-

based Li-ion batteries; however,

various ceramic electrolytes with

high conductivities and low cost

are not stable against Li metal,

and the severe interfacial reaction

devastates battery performance in

several cycles. To stabilize the

solid electrolyte-Li interface, we

utilize boron-nitride-based nano-

coating as the interfacial layer,

which is not only electronically
SUMMARY

Solid-state Li-metal batteries are promising to improve both safety and energy

density compared to conventional Li-ion batteries. However, various high-per-

formance and low-cost solid electrolytes are incompatible with Li, which is indis-

pensable for enhancing energy density. Here, we utilize a chemically inert and

mechanically robust boron nitride (BN) film as the interfacial protection to

preclude the reduction of Li1.3Al0.3Ti1.7(PO4)3 (LATP) solid electrolyte by Li,

which is validated by in situ transmission electron microscopy. When combined

with �1–2 mm PEO polymer electrolyte at the Li/BN interface, Li/Li symmetric

cells show a cycle life of over 500 h at 0.3 mA$cm�2. In contrast, the same config-

uration with bare LATP dies after 81 h. The LiFePO4/LATP/BN/PEO/Li

solid-state batteries show high capacity retention of 96.6% after 500 cycles.

This study offers a general strategy to protect solid electrolytes that are unsta-

ble against Li and opens possibilities for adopting them in solid-state Li-metal

batteries.
insulating and ionically

conductive but also chemically

and mechanically robust to

preclude the reduction of solid

electrolyte by the Li metal. With

this strategy, LiFePO4/LATP/BN/

PEO/Li solid-state batteries show

capacity retention of 96.6% over

500 cycles in 70 days. The

development of boron-nitride-

based protective film holds great

potential to extend the

electrochemical window of

unstable solid electrolytes and

expands the family of applicable

solid electrolytes stable against Li

metal.
INTRODUCTION

Rechargeable solid-state Li batteries are promising candidates for next-generation en-

ergy storage, as solid electrolytes aremuch safer than conventional flammable organic

electrolytes in Li-ion batteries.1 The high modulus of solid electrolytes can help

suppress Li dendrites, although Li growth along grain boundaries2,3 and growth

induced by electronic conduction4 also need to be addressed. Therefore, solid elec-

trolytes have the potential to improve the performance of Li batteries in terms of

both safety and energy density.5–9 Unfortunately, a wide range of solid-state electro-

lytes (SSEs) with high ionic conductivity can be reduced by metallic Li,10,11 such as

NASICON (e.g., Li1.3Al0.3Ti1.7(PO4)3,
5,12 Li1+xAlxGe2�x(PO4)3

13–15), perovskite16 (e.g.,

LixLa2/3-x/3TiO3,
17 thio-LISICON (e.g., Li10GeP2S12,

18,19 Li10SnP2S12
20), and probably

even garnet-type Li7La3Zr2O12 (LLZO).19,21 To adopt these solid electrolytes in real ap-

plications, it is urgent to develop a chemically andmechanically stable interface, which

is not only highly electronically insulating but also ionically conducting, to protect

these solid electrolytes against the Li anode (Figures 1A and 1B).4,22–24 Recently, sig-

nificant efforts have been devoted to improving the stability of these solid electrolytes.

For example, Ge film was demonstrated to protect Li1+xAlxGe2�x(PO4)3 (LAGP), which

allowed Li/LAGP/Li symmetric cells to cycle over 200 h at 0.3 mA cm�2 and Li-air bat-

teries to cycle 30 times, but the impedance increased by more than 680% after 300 cy-

cles.14 Polymer coatings with a thickness of �200 mm were also reported to stabilize
Joule 3, 1–13, June 19, 2019 ª 2019 Elsevier Inc. 1



Figure 1. Schematics of the Protection Mechanism of BN and Characterizations of BN Nanofilm

(A) An LATP pellet that touches lithium metal will be immediately reduced. The interface in this

scenario is composed of the reduction products of LATP, which are electronically and ionically

conductive and thus incapable of stopping the continuous reduction of LATP.

(B) An artificial BN film is chemically and mechanically robust against lithium. It electronically

isolates LATP from lithium but still provides stable ionic pathways when infiltrated by PEO or liquid

electrolyte (LE).

(C) The XPS spectrum of BN, which was deposited onto the LATP pellet.

(D) The Raman spectrum of the BN protective layer.

(E) A TEM image of LATP/BN particles.

(F) A high-resolution TEM picture of the BN protective layer on the LATP particle. Green squares

and red squares show crystalline regions and poorly crystalline or amorphous regions, respectively.
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Li1.3Al0.3Ti1.7(PO4)3 (LATP) with Li metal,12 where the polymer layer can suppress Li

dendrites depending on the magnitude of current density and exact mechanical prop-

erties.2 However, the large thickness could lower the energy density of cells.

To address these challenges, we propose to use boron nitride (BN) nano-film as a

protecting layer to isolate electrical contact between Li metal and the ionic

conductor, along with a trace quantity of polymer or liquid electrolyte infiltrating

the electrode-electrolyte interface, which is necessary to facilitate ion transport

and reduce interfacial impedance (Figure 1B). BN is chosen as a protective layer

since it is chemically and mechanically stable with Li metal.25 It can be readily pre-

pared by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) to form large-scale, atomically thin,

and continuous films.26,27 Unlike the thick polymeric protective layer (�200 mm) in

previous reports,12 such a thin film (�5–10 nm in this work) has a negligible effect

on the energy density of Li batteries. BN also has a much lower electronic conduc-

tivity (10�15 S cm)28 than common solid electrolytes (9.6 3 10�9 S cm�1 for

LATP,29 10�8–10�7 S cm�1 for LLZO, and 10�9–10�8 S cm�1 for Li2S–P2S5
4), which
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helps avoid dendrite growth induced by electronic conduction.4 The Youngmodulus

of the mono h-BN layer is approximately 1.0 TPa,30 higher than ceramic electrolytes

(81–115 GPa for LATP31 and 150 GPa for c-LLZO32). Hence, mechanically, a

conformal h-BN coating could also help suppress the growth of Li dendrites.4

More importantly, the as-deposited BN layer has a mosaic structure with defects in-

side that allow Li ions to pass.25 Therefore, the BN layer can provide excellent pro-

tection to SSEs without sacrificing the energy density of batteries. Yet, the addition

of trace amount of polyethylene oxide (PEO) or liquid electrolyte is necessary to infil-

trate the interface and enhance interfacial ion transport across the BN layer, which

will be discussed in this manuscript.

We choose LATP as an example in this study, as it is inexpensive, highly conductive

(�1 mS cm�1),33 and light (�2.9 g cm�3 versus 5.1 g cm�3 for LLZO).31,34 However, it

can be easily reduced at a high reduction potential of 2.17 V versus Li/Li+.10 The BN

nano-coating layer can effectively protect LATP from reduction during Li plating and

stripping, as validated by in situ transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Conse-

quently, with the addition of 1–2 mm PEO at the interface, Li/BN/LATP/BN/Li sym-

metric cells show steady cycling over 500 h at 0.3 mA cm�2 and solid-state

LiFePO4/LATP/BN/Li battery shows capacity retention of 96.6% for 500 cycles in

70 days. The BN layer can also be combined with liquid electrolyte for high perfor-

mance at room temperature, and stable cycling is achieved in both Li/Li cells (700 h

at 0.5 mA cm�2) and NMC/LATP/BN/Li cells (capacity retention of 93% in 100

cycles). These results demonstrate the effectiveness of BN coating to protect solid

electrolytes against the high reducing power of Li metal.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Synthesis and Characterizations of LATP/BN

LATP powders were synthesized by a sol-gel method modified from previous litera-

ture.33,35 Stoichiometric amounts of lithium acetate and ammonium phosphate mono-

basic were dissolved in water, and aluminum nitrate and titanium butoxide were

dissolved in ethanol. These two solutions were thoroughly mixed and dried to produce

the gel precursor, which was calcined at 850�C to synthesize LATP powders. Then, the

powders were pressed into pellets with a thickness of 0.5–1mmand further annealed at

950�C to form dense, uniform, and highly crystalline LATP pellets (Figure S1A). The pel-

let has a high density of 2.66 g cm�3, corresponding to 92% of its theoretical density.

Such high density is crucial since the continuous deposition of BN can only be achieved

ondensepellets toprovideeffectiveprotection. Then, theboronnitrideprotective layer

was deposited on the LATP pellet by CVD at 900�C with borane-ammonia complex

(BH3-NH3) as the precursor in pure N2.
27 Using 900�C, instead of a higher temperature,

preserves the density of defective sites in the BN protective layer and thus yields better

performance. After BN deposition, LATP pellets usually turn slightly blue (Figures S1D–

S1F). Such a color change may originate from the formation of oxygen vacancies in the

LATP during the BN deposition.36 The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of

LATP/BN pellet reveals a grainy and dense surface (Figure S2A), which is similar to

that of bare LATP pellets (Figure S2B). The X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of both as-

prepared LATP pellet and LATP/BN pellet match well with previous results (LiTi2[PO4]3,

JCPDS No. 35-0754),37 validating that no change in crystal structure happens after BN

deposition (Figure S2C).

To verify the successful deposition of BN, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)

was applied to examine the existence of BN on the surface of LATP pellets (Fig-

ure 1C). The N 1s peak and the B 1s peak are clearly observed at the binding energy
Joule 3, 1–13, June 19, 2019 3
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of 398.1 eV and 190.7 eV, respectively, both corresponding to the B-N bond.38 The

shoulder peak at 192.6 eV of the B 1s spectrum indicates the existence of B2O3,

which is probably formed by the reaction between borane-ammonia complex and

LATP.39 Based on integrated peak area, the molar percentage of boron in B2O3 is

26%. The Raman spectrum (Figure 1D) shows that the BN film is mainly h-BN

(1375 cm�1) with a small amount of cubic BN (1,060 cm�1).40 The TEM image dis-

plays that LATP particles are uniformly coated by BN with a thickness of 5–10 nm

(Figure 1E). The magnified high-resolution transmission electron microscopy

(HRTEM) image illustrates that the BN coating is polycrystalline and has a mosaic

structure, where the lattice plane is clear but with different orientations (Figure 1F).

The interlayer distance is �3.1 Å, similar to the previous report.41 Small amorphous

regions are also observed. This suggests that the BN layer contains a high concen-

tration of defects (e.g., grain boundaries), which could facilitate Li ions to better

permeate the coating. The homogeneity of the BN coating is further supported by

energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) mapping in the scanning transmission

electron microscope (STEM) mode (Figure S3), where N signal distributes uniformly

over LATP particles. Electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) mapping also shows

that B and N uniformly distribute on the surface of LATP particles, exhibiting a

conformal coating (Figure S4).
Stability of BN Nano-coating against Reduction

After confirming the conformal coating of BN, we used both cyclic voltammetry (CV)

and in situ TEM to investigate whether the nanoscale BN coating can avoid the

reduction of LATP particles by Li. In CV tests, Li is used as the counter electrode

and Au is sputtered onto LATP pellets with and without BN (see Figure S5 for

more details). In bare LATP, the reduction reaction is observed at 2.2 V versus

Li/Li+, which is assigned to Ti3+/Ti4+. In contrast, BN-coated LATP is highly stable

in the range of 0–4.5 V versus Li/Li+, demonstrating no activity toward reduction.

To further study the BN protection at the nanoscale, LATP or LATP/BN particles were

placed on a Cu grid and Li contacted with the grid with a voltage of 1 V applied. For a

bare LATP particle (Figures 2A and 2B), the diffraction pattern of Li3Al0.3Ti1.7(PO4)3
phase (JCPDS No. 40-0095) was observed after just 5 min (Figure S6), indicating the

existence of the following intercalation reaction:
Li1.3Al0.3Ti1.7(PO4)3 + 1.7Li+ + 1.7e� / Li3Al0.3Ti1.7(PO4)3
 (Equation 1)

Then, the diffraction spots fainted and gradually disappeared in 20 min (Video S1).

These results show that when LATP is reduced by Li metal, the intercalation of Li ions

happens first and Ti4+ is reduced to Ti3+,42 and then Li3Al0.3Ti1.7(PO4)3 is further

reduced until it is fully amorphous (Figures 2C and 2D). If the reaction keeps going

for 1 h, there are drastic volume changes that will finally lead to particle cracking (Fig-

ure S7). Control experiments show that the electron beam cannot amorphize the

bare LATP particle (Figure S8), but the voltage bias can slightly amorphize the

bare LATP particle after 1 h (Figure S9). This shows that the negative voltage is

one of the driving forces for the amorphization but not enough to fully reduce the

LATP particles without Li.

On the contrary, the LATP/BN particle (Figures 2E and 2F) shows no structural

change when reacting with Li for 1 h (Video S2) since no Li3Al0.3Ti1.7(PO4)3 phase

appears and the diffraction pattern (DP) matches well with that of LATP during the

whole reaction (Figures 2G and 2H). Some new spots in Figure 2G, which appear

with the double plane spacing of the original LATP crystal, are most likely caused
4 Joule 3, 1–13, June 19, 2019



Figure 2. In Situ TEM Experiments to Study the Protective Effect of Nanoscale BN Coating

LATP particles and LATP/BN particles reacted with lithium under a potential of 1 V.

(A) The diffraction pattern and (B) the bright-field image of bare LATP particles before reacting with lithium.

(C) The diffraction pattern and (D) the bright-field image show that the particle turns completely amorphous after a 20-min reaction. The viewing

direction is close to [221�.
(E) The diffraction pattern.

(F) The bright-field image of the LATP/BN particles before reacting with lithium.

(G) The diffraction pattern and (H) the bright-field image show that the particle and the protection film are intact after a 1 h reaction and the diffraction

pattern still matches with LATP. The viewing direction of (E) and (G) is close to [100].
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by the secondary diffraction or as a result of small deviation from the simulation of

a perfect LiTi2(PO4)3 crystal (Figure S10).43 These results strongly support

that �5–10 nm thin BN layer is enough to resist the reduction of LATP by Li.

The protection of BN is further validated at the macroscale by examining the color

change of bare LATP and LATP/BN pellets in contact with Li. First, the bare LATP pel-

let turned black in 1 day after contacting dry Li metal (Figure S1B). This reduction

process was dramatically accelerated with the addition of liquid electrolyte at the

interface, as the LATP pellet turned black in just 5 min (Figure S1C). The reason is

that the liquid electrolyte speeds up ion transport and hence the reduction reaction.

In contrast, the LATP/BN pellet (Figure S1D) was stable with dry Li metal after

1 month (Figure S1E), even with the presence of the liquid electrolyte (Figure S1F),

as the black spot rarely appeared on the LATP/BN pellet surface. Therefore, the BN

coating allows the addition of liquid electrolyte to wet the electrode-electrolyte

interface. Such benefit can efficiently resolve the long-standing challenge on Li-ion

transport between the Li anode and the solid ceramic electrolyte and render cells

with LATP or other unstable solid electrolytes operable at room temperature.44
Li/Li Symmetric Cells with LATP/BN Show Stable Li Plating and Stripping

In situ TEM, CV, and the color change tests demonstrate the high stability of the BN

layer. Next, we examine the performance of the BN coating in electrochemical cells.

First, bare LATP and LATP/BN pellets are examined with Au as the blocking elec-

trodes to study the bulk conductivity. The conductivity of as-prepared dense LATP
Joule 3, 1–13, June 19, 2019 5



Figure 3. Electrochemical Characterizations of LATP and LATP/BN Pellets in Li/Li Symmetric Cells

(A) The schematic and the Nyquist plots of bare LATP and LATP/BN pellets in Li/Li symmetric cells with PEO infiltrating.

(B) The evolution of real impedance of Li/Li cells with bare LATP and LATP/BN pellets. 1–2 mm thick PEO was added on each side to wet the interface.

(C) The long-term cycling of Li/Li symmetric cells with bare LATP (red) and LATP/BN (blue) were tested at current density of 0.3 mA cm�2 and 60�C.
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pellets reaches 2.0 3 10�4 S cm�1 at room temperature, similar to previous re-

ports31,33,45 (Figure S11A). For the LATP/BN pellet, an extra area specific resistance

(ASR) of �1600 U cm2 is observed, which should be attributed to the BN layer, and

the effective conductivity of the pellet is reduced to 4.73 10�5 S cm�1 (Figure S11B).

Similar studies are also carried out in Li/Li cells. Li metal foils were pressed onto LATP

at 50MPa and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) wasmeasured at room

temperature. The interfacial ASR of Li/BN/LATP/BN/Li cell is 3.0 3 104 U cm2, which

is much larger than that of the LATP/BN pellet. This should be attributed to the poor

contact between Li and BN, as observed in other ceramic electrolytes (Figure S12;

Table S1).1 Although the ASR is large, it is very stable with BN coating. The overall

ASR of Li/Li cells with BN coating only shows a 23% increase after 350 h (Fig-

ure S12A). In contrast, the EIS of cells with bare LATP increases dramatically from

1.9 3 104 U cm2 at 0 h to 3.8 3 105 U cm2 after 350 h (Figures S12B and S12C).

To realize stable interface and reduced interfacial resistance simultaneously, 1–2 mm

thick PEO and lithium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide (LiTFSI) polymer electrolyte

with polyethylene glycol dimethyl ether as a plasticizer was added to infiltrate the

interface (Figure 3A). The plasticity of PEO electrolyte can provide better contact

and facilitate ion transport, while the chemical and mechanical stability of BN leads

to excellent protection against Li. In previous studies, the ion-conductive polymer

electrolyte layer typically has a thickness of 200 mm,12 which eliminates direct

contact between Li and LATP but dramatically lowers the energy density of the bat-

teries. With the presence of BN film, the thickness of PEO can be reduced to 1–2 mm

or even less since PEO is only used to accomplish better ionic contact between LATP

and Li.

The impedance of Li/PEO/LATP/PEO/Li cells at 60�C (Figure 3A) can be fitted into

two semicircles, which are (1) grain boundary resistance of LATP (R2) in parallel

with constant phase element (CPE) for the inter-grain capacitance (Q2) and (2)

charge transfer resistance (R3) in parallel with the CPE, which represents interfacial
6 Joule 3, 1–13, June 19, 2019
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capacitance (Q3) at the electrolyte-Li interface. The two parallel circuits are in series

with the bulk resistance of LATP (R1) (Figure S13A).46 As we focus on how BN pro-

tects LATP against Li, which involves R1, R2, and R3, so the total resistance (R1 +

R2 + R3) is used as the figure of merit for evaluating performance stability (Figure 3B).

The total resistance of Li/PEO/bare LATP/PEO/Li started at a low value of 286 U cm2

with R2 of 182 U cm2 and R3 of 85 U cm2, indicating a low charge transfer resistance

at the beginning (Table S2). This value (286 U cm2) is much lower than the ASR of dry

LATP pellets (Table S1) because the PEO electrolyte could diffuse into the bulk LATP

pellet and reduce the interfacial impedance between domains. However, R2 and R3

grew quickly to 550 U cm2 and 213 U cm2 in 200 h and further climbed to 720 U cm2

and 2,808 U cm2 after 350 h (Figure S13C; Table S2), respectively. This result

demonstrates that fast and adverse interfacial reactions deteriorate the charge

transfer process and break the bonding of LATP grains during long-term contact.

In contrast, the Li/PEO-BN/LATP/BN-PEO/Li cell exhibits a higher initial total ASR

of 341 U cm2. This primarily arises from a larger R3 of 157 U cm2, which is likely

because of the BN coating. Nevertheless, the BN coating remarkably enhances

the stability of LATP and the solid electrolyte-Li interface: R2 and R3 only increase

from 148 to 193 U cm�2 and from 157 to 241 U cm2, respectively, after 350 h (Fig-

ure S13B; Table S2). In addition, the small thickness of PEO (1–2 mm) does not sac-

rifice the energy density of batteries (Figure S14).

After validating that the BN coating can stabilize the LATP-Li interface and the inter-

facial transport can be remarkably improved by the addition of PEO, the strength of

this layer is further evaluated by galvanostatic cycling in Li/Li cells. The bare LATP cell

with a current density of 0.3 mA cm�2 dies quickly within 81 h, while the cell with BN/

LATP/BN pellet only shows a slightly higher overpotential from 156 mV at the begin-

ning to 251mV after 500 h (Figure 3C), demonstrating that the BN interface can yield

stable Li plating and stripping.

Similar behavior is also observed in Li/Li cells when 2 mL liquid electrolyte of 1 M

LiPF6/EC/DEC is used to wet the BN layer. The edge of such cells was sealed by Kap-

ton tapes to avoid bypassing of the liquid electrolyte (Figure S15). Without BN

coating, the total ASR quickly increases from 146 to 1.3 3 105 U cm2 in 400 h (Fig-

ure S16B). In contrast, the total ASR with BN coating only increased from 330 to

567 U cm2, or 72%, after 400 h (Figure S16A). Further cycling of Li/Li cells at 0.1,

0.3, and 0.5 mA cm�2 all showed that cells with the bare LATP failed quickly, while

the ones with LATP/BN only showed a slightly higher overpotential after 700 h

cycling (Figures S16C–S16E). These results prove that the nanoscale BN coating

can function effectively as a stable interface for LATP during Li stripping and plating.

BN Nano-coating Can Enable Long-Term Cycling of LATP with Li Metal in Full

Cells

The stable Li stripping and plating in cells with LATP/BN suggests long cycling life

in full cells since LATP is known to be stable with commercial cathodes, such as

LiNi0.33Mn0.33Co0.33O2 (NMC) and LiFePO4 (LFP) (Table S3). NMC/LATP/BN/Li and

NMC/LATP/Li cells were tested first with liquid electrolyte (1M LiPF6 in EC/DEC) filling

voids in the NMC electrode at room temperature (Figure S17A). The mass loading is

�4 mg cm�2 and the current density is 0.3 mA cm�2. At 0.5 C (1 C = 150 mA g�1),

the initial specific capacity is 142 mAh g�1 and remains at 132 mAh g�1 after 100

cycles, corresponding to a capacity retention of 92.9% (Figures 4A and 4B). Without

BN protection, the overpotential drastically increases to �1.0 V in 30 cycles and the

specific capacity drops to 27 mAh g�1 (Figure 4C), as a result of the high impedance
Joule 3, 1–13, June 19, 2019 7



Figure 4. Electrochemical Characterizations of Full Cells Using LATP/BN or Bare LATP Pellet

(A) Cycling performance of NMC/LATP/Li cells with and without BN coating at a current density of 0.3 mA cm�2. 2 mL liquid electrolyte was added on

each side. The Coulombic efficiency is from the full cell with LATP/BN.

(B and C) Voltage profiles of NMC/LATP/Li cells (B) with BN coating and (C) without BN coating.

(D) The voltage profile of an NMC/LATP/Li cell at different rates.

(E) Cycling performance of LFP/PEO/LATP/PEO/Li cells with and without BN coating at a current density of 0.2 mA cm�2. 1–2 mm PEO/LiTFSI (8:1) was

applied on each side of the LATP pellet for infiltrating the interface. The operating temperature is 60�C.
(F and G) Voltage profiles of LFP/PEO/LATP/PEO/Li cells (F) with BN coating and (G) without BN coating.

(H) The voltage profile of an LFP/LATP/Li cell at different rates.
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at the LATP/Li interface. This was further substantiated by the SEM images of LATP

with and without BN coating. The bare LATP pellet shows high density of scrapes

and cracks after 100 cycles (Figure S18A), which is not observed in LATP/BN (Fig-

ure S18B). This establishes BN-coated LATP as a viable approach for the stable Li

stripping and plating and long-term operation in 4V NMC/Li rechargeable batteries.

In addition, rate performance shows that the capacity retention is 86.5% at 1 C

compared to that at 0.1 C, indicating reasonable power capability when the BN layer

is wetted by the liquid electrolyte (Figures 4D and S19A).

To further demonstrate solid-state batteries with better thermal stability and safety,

we also tried LFP/PEO/LATP/BN/PEO/Li cells with PEO/LiTFSI electrolyte infiltrated

at both the BN layer and inside the LFP electrode (Figure S17B). The cathode loading

is �2.4 mg cm�2. Then, the cell was tested at 60�C between 2.5 and 3.8 V. The

initial discharge capacity of the LATP/BN cell reaches 139.2 mAh g�1 at 0.5 C

(1 C = 170 mA g�1) and remains at 134.5 mAh g�1 after 500 cycles (Figure 4E), and

without notable increase in cell overpotential (Figure 4F). The average coulombic ef-

ficiency is as high as 99.9%. In contrast, the capacity of the cell without BN coating

drops dramatically from the initial value of 119.1 mAh g�1 to 32.9 mAh g�1 after

only 100 cycles. Such fast capacity decay is stimulated by the rapidly increasing over-

potential (Figure 4G). Rate performance was also tested, and the capacity varies little

with changing current density up to 0.5 C (Figures 4H and S19B).

To further understand the degradation mechanism of bare LATP, the LFP/Li cells are

examined after cycling. Evidently, the bare LATP pellet was totally shattered after

100 cycles since 1–2 mm thin PEO is incapable of halting the reduction of LATP

(Figure 5A). Cross-section and top-view SEM images further show that if the protec-

tion of BN is missing, the coarse surface and the formation of thick, reduced LATP
8 Joule 3, 1–13, June 19, 2019



Figure 5. The Characterizations of Bare LATP Pellet and LATP/BN Pellet after Cycling in LFP/Li Solid-State Cells

(A) An optical image and (B) a cross-section SEM image of the bare LATP pellet. The bare LATP pellet was pulverized after 100 cycles and SEM shows that

the reaction between LATP and lithium leads to a thick layer of reduced LATP and the stress induces the damage of the pellet.

(C) An optical image and (D) a cross-section SEM image of the LATP/BN pellet, which remained almost undamaged after 500 cycles.

(E) The XRD of bare LATP pellet after 100 cycles and LATP/BN pellet after 500 cycles. The peak * is from the Al stage of the instrument.

(F) The EDS spectrum.

(G) The XPS spectrum and (H) the HRTEM image of the LATP/BN pellet surface after 500 cycles, which show the durability of the BN nano-layer. The

HRTEM sample is coated with Au first and then prepared by focused ion beam (FIB).
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(�200–300 mm) are observed at the LATP/Li interface. These reduced products

further propagate into the inside LATP pellet and introduce large internal stress

and will eventually destroy the cell (Figures 5B and S18C). On the other hand, the

LATP/BN pellet is intact after 500 cycles, with almost no sign of side reactions on

the side-facing Li (Figure 5C). Both top-view (Figure S18D) and cross-section SEM

pictures (Figure 5D) show that the surface of LATP/BN pellet still maintains in the

well-fused state with high density, and no reduction product or cracks are formed

at the interface or inside the LATP/BN pellet.

Further XRD characterization shows that the bare LATP pellet turns almost amor-

phous after 100 cycles, while the LATP/BN pellet maintains the original crystal struc-

ture (Figure 5E). Moreover, the EDS spectrum (Figure 5F) and mapping (Figure S20)

confirm the existence of N (0.392 keV) at the surface after 500 cycles, which demon-

strates the integrity of the protective layer. Further XPS results show that the binding

energy of neither B nor N changes after cycling in LATP/BN pellets (Figure 5G).

Based on the accumulated area of each peak, the percentage of B2O3-like species

in the BN layer is 41%, slightly higher than the original percentage of 26%. There-

fore, the BN appears to be reasonably stable after extended cycling. XPS mapping

also shows that 57% of Ti4+ is reduced to Ti3+ in bare LATP after 100 cycles. In

contrast, with BN coating, 98% of Ti remains at Ti4+, and the 2% Ti3+ may even arise

from background noise (Figure S21). HRTEM image further reveals that the BN layer

is still conformal and intact at the LATP/Li interface even after 500 cycles in LFP/Li

cells (Figure 5H). These results illustrate that the existence of BN film can effectively

shield the reduction by Li so that LATP can function properly in solid-state Li-metal

batteries.

The results above clearly demonstrate the effectiveness of the BN layer to avoid side

reactions between Li metal and LATP. It is interesting to compare the BN coating and

simply a layer of separator. A separator can electronically and physically separate
Joule 3, 1–13, June 19, 2019 9
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LATP and Li and thus enhance cycling lifetime. However, the separator is typically

thicker than 10 mm because of processing and its purpose to be a shield against

the penetration of Li dendrites. Such a thick separator will lower the volumetric en-

ergy density of batteries. Moreover, the porous nature of separator will lead to the

uptake of too much electrolyte, which lowers the energy density and makes the cell

less safe. On the other hand, the thickness of BN is only �5–10 nm, which has negli-

gible effects on the energy density, and only a trace quantity of electrolyte is

required.

Finally, we performed ignition tests on LATP pellets infiltrated by PEO or liquid

carbonate electrolyte. Although the addition of liquid electrolyte or PEO facilitates

ion transport at the interface, it heightens concerns about whether safety is compro-

mised, which must be further evaluated. The results show that they are nonflam-

mable (Video S3), indicating that a trivial amount of liquid electrolyte (4 mL) or

PEO (1–2 mm thin) addition will not jeopardize battery safety.
Conclusions

In closing, we have successfully deposited boron nitride nano-film by CVD onto

LATP pellets as a protective layer with a thickness of �5–10 nm. Such a thin BN layer

is electronically insulating but still allows Li ions to permeate. Thus, it acts as a barrier

layer to prevent the reduction of LATP by Li metal. It is compatible with PEO for safe

solid-state lithium batteries or with carbonaceous liquid electrolyte for 4 V Li batte-

ries. By deploying BN coating on LATP, Li/LATP/Li symmetric cells show steady

cycling over long time. Moreover, solid-state batteries in the configuration of LFP/

PEO/LATP/BN/PEO/Li are demonstrated without capacity fading over 500 cycles

in 70 days. These results show that the chemically stable BN coating is a promising

choice as a protective layer without lowering the energy density of batteries, which

opens possibilities for solid electrolytes that are not stable against the Li-metal

anode. Further optimization of BN coating layer and LATP solid electrolyte itself

will further reduce the voltage polarization and increase the performance.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Synthesis of LATP Pellets

The LATP powders were synthesized via a sol-gel method. CH3COOLi$2H2O (99%,

Alfa Aesar), NH4H2PO4 (R 98.5%, Sigma Aldrich), Al(NO3)3$9H2O (98%, Alfa Aesar),

and Ti(C4H9O)4 (97%, Sigma Aldrich) were used as starting materials. Stoichiometric

amounts of Al(NO3)3$9H2O and Ti(C4H9O)4 were dissolved in 10 mL ethanol and an

addition of 40 mL de-ionized-water-based solution with appropriate amounts of

CH3COOLi$2H2O and NH4H2PO4 to form a precipitate. The solution was stirred at

room temperature for 2 h and then dried at 95�C for 24 h to produce the gel precursor,

which was further calcined at 850�C for 2.5 h to synthesize the LATP powders. The re-

sulting powders were ball-milled, pressed into pellets, and sintered at 950�C for 10 h.
Boron Nitride Deposition for LATP Pellets

Boron nitride was deposited onto LATP pellets by low-pressure chemical vapor

deposition (LPCVD). BH3-NH3 (97%, Sigma Aldrich) and pure nitrogen were used

as the precursor and the carrier gas, respectively. The BH3-NH3 powder was placed

in a porcelain boat inside a small quartz tube to prevent it from flowing away by the

gas flow. Then, the precursor was heated to 70�C to produce the BH3-NH3 precursor

gas, which would decompose and deposit onto LATP pellets at 400�C and 20mTorr.

After depositing for 0.5 h, the temperature was increased to 900�C with a ramping

rate of 5�C per min and kept for another 1 h. Finally, it was cooled to room
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temperature at 5�Cpermin. The pressure during the reaction was�85–100 Torr, and

the N2 gas flow was around 1.5 sccm.

Material Characterizations

The crystal structure of pellets was recorded by a PANalytical XPert3 Powder XRD

with Cu Ka radiation at a scan rate of 0.1�/s. The morphology of samples was char-

acterized on SIGMA VP Zeiss SEM and FEI TALOS F200X TEM. Ti3+ and Ti4+ map-

pings were done by the XPS (VersaProbe II, Physical Electronics) with Al Ka X-rays,

at a 45-degree measuring angle. The spot size is 9 mm. After the Ti 2p spectra

were measured, the T4+ and T3+ peaks were de-convoluted and used to plot the

spatial distribution maps. The spontaneous Raman spectra were acquired by a laser

confocal Raman microscope (Xplora, Horiba Jobin Yvon) with a 532 nm diode laser.

In Situ TEM Characterization

Cross-sectional TEM samples (bare LATP and LATP with BN) were dispersed on a

TEM half-grid with amorphous carbon. The in situ TEM observation of lithiation

into the sample was conducted with a JEM-2100F transmission electron microscope

(JEOL) at an acceleration voltage of 200 kV and a Nanofactory scanning tunneling

microscope (STM) holder. The Li metal is coated onto a piezo-driven tungsten (W)

probe, which acts as the counter electrode. During the in situ lithiation, a constant

negative DC potential (�1 V) was applied to the specimen and the lithiation pro-

cesses were captured by real-time imaging in TEM-SAED mode.

Battery Assembly

LiNi0.33Mn0.33Co0.33O2 (NMC) cathode was prepared by mixing NMC, carbon black,

and polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) at a mass ratio of 8:1:1 in N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone

(NMP) to form a slurry, which was then coated on an Al foil, followed by drying at

110�C. The LiFePO4 cathode was prepared by mixing LiFePO4, carbon black, PVdF,

and LiTFSI in NMP at a mass ratio of 8:1:1:1. The following steps are the same as

NMC. Pouch cells were used for all tests, whichwere assembled in an argon-filled glove

box with both moisture and oxygen levels below 0.1 ppm. For the PEO addition in the

LFP cells, the PEO-based electrolyte was prepared with 1:1 mass ratio of poly

(ethylene oxide) (PEO, MV: 600,000 g/mol) to polyethylene glycol dimethyl ether

500 (MV: 530.65 g/mol). The molar ratio of EO to LiTFSI is 8:1, which are all dissolved

in acetonitrile. The PEO and acetonitrile solution is casted onto LATP pellets and dried

at 60�C inside the glovebox before using. The nominal thickness of PEO after casting is

10 mm, but this layer is pressed down to 1–2 mm in real cells (Figure S14).

Electrochemical Measurements

All EIS tests were conducted with a VMP3 multichannel potentiostat from Bio-Logic

in a frequency range of 1 MHz to 0.1 Hz with a 10-mV amplitude. Galvanostatic

cycling of Li/Li cells and NMC/Li cells at different current densities were conducted

on a Wuhan Land battery tester at room temperature, while LFP/Li full cells were

tested at 60�C.
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